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Research is expensive….

Estimated start up costs: >£100k
   data acquisition system = £30k 
   sound chamber = £17k 
   sound generation equipment = £10k 
   fluorescent microscope = £50k 

Running costs (per year): >£50k
   postdoc = £40k 
   consumables/animal costs = £10k 
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 limited money for equipment (which needs a contribution from UCL)

small grants = £15-30k 
Royal Society Research Grant

Wellcome Trust Investigator Awards
 and ERC starting grants = £1-1.5 million 

5 years: 2 postdocs, portion of your salary + consumables, 
 sufficient money for equipment
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what you need to apply for an ERC grant

1) at least one publication without your PhD supervisor as an 
author in a top tier journal (Impact factor>10)

2) commitment from UCL to host you.

3) obtained your PhD less than 7 years ago (from January 1st 
2016). Exceptions are made for time taken off for childcare.

4) an idea that is “ground-breaking, ambitious, and feasible”



My timeline

September 2013 Arrived in UCL

November 2013 started writing grant

March 2014 submitted ERC grant

Invited to round 2 (interview) 
~20% of applicants successful

June 2014

Interview in BrusselsOctober 2014

notified of results 
~50% of interviewees successful

November 2014

ERC grant startsApril 2015



A little about my grant…

The Role of Cortico-Hippocampal Interactions  
during Memory Encoding

auditory cortex hippocampus

How do two brain areas communicate with each 
other during the storage of new memories?
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With the ERC grant, you actually have to write 2 grants

Part B1 (the short grant  5 pages)  

Part B2 (the long grant 15 pages, only read if you are shortlisted): 

20 pages may seem like a lot, but if it makes you feel 
better, the ERC is paying you about £55,000 a page.  



With the ERC grant, you actually have to write 2 grants

Part B1 (the short grant  5 pages):  

1.background: 
what we know, what we don’t know, and why we should 
care 

2.list research aims (one sentence max per aim) 

3.why this research is state of the art and important

4.why you are uniquely placed to do this research

5.describe each aim with hypothesis, methodology, 
and prediction 



A few tips for grant writing
Part B2 (the long grant 15 pages, only read if you are 
shortlisted):  

what is your central question?

What are your objectives?
list aims (and sub-aims) and hypotheses in detail 

State of the art: why is your research/methodology novel, 
an advantageous strategy, and cutting-edge 
(basically why would your results get into Nature or Science) 

Methodology: describe planned experiments in detail 
Methods, Analysis, Hypothesis, Potential pitfalls and alternative strategies 
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able to state these briefly, and 
ideally in pictorial form 
they should be related, but not too 
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A few tips for grant writing

Structure of grant: easy to read, highlight what is 
important for the reader to understand

This raises two important questions. First, how is sensory information encoded by the cortical replay 
of deep layer “place cells”? Deep-layer neurons could be tuned to both the animal’s position and sensory 
information, provide transformation between the hippocampal replay of the spatial trajectory, and the 
sensory events occurring along this spatial trajectory. While this is difficult to measure in a freely moving 
rodent in the visual system (as retinotopic patterns change with head position and eye movement), the 
auditory system provides a significant advantage: regardless of the animal’s position, an acoustic stimulus 
will excite the same region of the tonotopic map. Thus during the behavioural task, a stereotyped pattern of 
hippocampal (animal’s position) and cortical activity (acoustic cue) will be generated, creating a template to 
examine future replay events. 

The second question is how does the encoded memory get to the superficial layer of auditory cortex. 
It is possible that previous studies missed replay responses in superficial layers of visual cortex.  
Alternatively, hippocampal replay may only cause deep-layer neurons to replay, but this information is later 
relayed to superficial-layer neurons. During sleep, neurons alternate between a less excitable (down) and 
more excitable (up) state, and during up states, spontaneous activity in auditory cortex has been observed to 
originate in the deep layers of cortex and propagate to the superficial layers of cortex [Sakata and Harris 
2009]. This is one potential mechanism for how deep-layer neurons could replay newly encoded information 
from the hippocampus to superficial-layer neurons. Anatomical data supports the possibility of hippocampal 
drive of either deep and/or superficial layers. CA1 projects to deep layers of auditory cortex with direct 
connections [Cenquizca and Swanson 2007] and both superficial and deep layers with multiple indirect 
pathways, such as the subiculum, entorhinal cortex and perirhinal cortex [Insausti et al. 1997, Swanson and 
Köhler 1986]. 

 

Aim 2.1: Electrophysiology approach 
To address these two questions, we will use a strategy similar to that described in aim 1 of this 

research proposal. We will train rats on an auditory-spatial association task (see Fig 2), and ensemble activity 
(multiple single-units) will be recorded from the hippocampus simultaneously with laminar recordings in 
primary and secondary auditory cortex using linear probes (in both low and high frequency regions of the 
tonotopic map).  Laminar recordings in auditory cortex will sample both superficial, granular, and deep 
layers, recording both single units (for replay analysis) and local field potentials (for current source density 
analysis). A current source density analysis will allow us to analyse the spatio-temporal dynamics of neural 
activity in auditory cortex following a replay event in the hippocampus, and examine tonotopic and laminar 
specific differences in activity that relate to different replayed spatial trajectories.  Our prediction is that 
replay in auditory cortex is driven by the behavioural episode that is reactivated in the hippocampus, such 
that after the onset of a replayed spatial trajectory (hippocampus), increased activity will be observed in the 
tonotopic region of auditory cortex (originating in deep layers and propagating to superficial layers) 
previously associated with that trajectory during behaviour.  Furthermore, we predict that neurons located 
in the deep layers of auditory cortex will be tuned to both the animal’s location and frequency, thus 
providing a representation of both the spatial trajectory and acoustic stimulus.  

 

Aim 2.2: DREADDs approach 
In order to address whether cortical activity during a replay event is driven by hippocampal replay, it 

is necessary to also examine responses in auditory cortex in the absence of hippocampal replay. Two 
previously used methods of disrupting hippocampal activity, electrical stimulation and optogenetics are not 
ideal for addressing this question; electrical stimulation could have secondary effects beyond inactivation 
(e.g. modifying synapses) and complete bilateral inactivation of the hippocampus is not technically possible 
using optogenetics. As an alternative strategy, we will be using the molecular-genetic technique DREADDs 
(Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs) [Dong et al. 2010, Armbruster et al. 2007] to 
reversibly and remotely inactivate the hippocampus, and examine whether cortical replay can occur after 
hippocampal replay has been suppressed. DREADDs are human muscarinic G-protein coupled receptors 
modified to respond to a specific ligand that under normal conditions (without the DREADD’s specific 
ligand) are inert. In our experiment, neurons are transduced with an inhibitory version of DREADDs 
(hM4Di) using stereotaxic injections of an AAV9 vector. Once neurons express the hM4Di receptor (roughly 
one month later), an IP injection of the ligand Clozapine-N-Oxide (CNO) can be used to activate the hM4Di 
receptor and suppress neural activity selectively in neurons expressing DREADDs. We have collected 
preliminary data indicating that DREADDs can be expressed over the entire septo-temporal axis of the 
hippocampus in wild-type mice, with minimal spread to cortical regions, can be used to block hippocampus-
dependent memory recall and blocks the generation of sharp-wave ripple events (data shown in part B2). The 
suppressive effect of DREADDs is time-dependent (10 min to onset, complete ripple suppression for one 
hour, gradual increase of ripple power over next several hours), and this offers a distinct advantage over 
other methods, as we can study the likelihood of observing cortical replay in the complete or moderate 
suppression of hippocampal replay activity.  Our prediction is that cortical replay requires hippocampal 

Section a: Extended Synopsis of the scientific proposal (max. 5 pages) 
Memory storage in our brain is a dynamic process.  The memory of a self-experienced event is 

initially encoded in the hippocampus, however as this memory becomes more remote (i.e. older), it 
undergoes a transformation referred to as systems-level memory consolidation.  The consolidated remote 
memory is now more stable and less prone to interference from other similar experiences.  Furthermore, after 
consolidation, neocortical regions of the brain are believed to play a more crucial role in the retrieval and 
storage of these remote memories. Evidence that a memory’s reliance on the hippocampus is time-dependent 
has been found in both humans and rodents. Lesions to the hippocampus have been observed to cause 
temporally-graded retrograde amnesia, for which recently acquired episodic memories cannot be recalled 
while remote memories are still retained [Scoville and Milner 1957, Wang et al 2009].  Current memory 
consolidation models postulate that the hippocampus initially encodes the memory of a recent experience, 
and then the later reactivation of this memory trace in the hippocampus during offline states such as sleep, 
leads to the re-encoding of this memory in neocortex. This phenomenon of hippocampal reactivation, 
commonly referred to as “replay” (Fig. 1) has been reported in both humans and rodents [Lee and Wilson 
2002, Gelbard-Sagiv 2008], and it’s role in memory consolidation has been supported by several findings, 
including: 1) during hippocampal replay, the 
same memory trace is simultaneously 
replayed in neocortex [Ji and Wilson 2007, 
Euston et al. 2007], and 2) disruption of 
hippocampal replay results in a memory 
consolidation deficit [Girardeau et al 2009, 
Ego-Stengel and Wilson 2010]. However, 
how these interactions between the 
hippocampus and neocortex during a replay 
event lead to a consolidated memory is still 
not well understood.  

In rodents, hippocampal neurons 
(referred to as place cells, Fig. 1) are spatially tuned and are active when the animal is at specific location 
within its environment (referred to as a place field). Using Bayesian decoding methods, it is possible to infer 
the rat’s location in the room using only the neural firing patterns within an ensemble of place cells [Zhang et 
al. 1998, Davidson et al. 2009]. In the case of replay, the same method can be applied to determine the 
spatial trajectory “mentally traversed” by the rodent during a replay event.  This provides a significant 
advantage in studying memory encoding, as we can now study how the replay of a specific behavioural 
episode leads to memory consolidation of that experience. We will exploit this advantage to accomplish 
three main aims in this research project:  

 

1) Examine how cortical feedback influences which spatial trajectory is replayed by the hippocampus 
2) Investigate how the hippocampal replay of a behavioural episode modifies a cortical circuit  
3) Determine whether cortico-hippocampal interactions causally impact memory consolidation 

These three aims will provide a substantial step towards understanding the underlying mechanisms 
responsible for memory encoding and consolidation, and establish a framework for future research studying 
cortico-hippocampal interactions. These experiments require cutting-edge, large-scale electrophysiology 
recording methodologies combined with a molecular-genetic toolbox, and an expertise in two brain regions, 
auditory cortex and the hippocampus. My extensive research experience and publication track record during 
my graduate training studying neural coding in auditory cortex, and during my postdoctoral training 
investigating replay in the hippocampus make me uniquely qualified to investigate cortico-hippocampal 
interactions between these two brain regions.  Furthermore, my background in electrical engineering, 
behavioural analysis, large-scale recording methodologies (tetrode microdrives and silicon probes), and 
molecular-genetic techniques (DREADDs) demonstrates that I am fully capable of using the diverse and 
complex set of methodologies necessary for completing this research proposal. My research lab at University 
College London investigates neural encoding principles in both auditory cortex and the hippocampus of 
rodents, with its major focus directed towards the goals of this research proposal- studying how memories 
are encoded by cortico-hippocampal interactions.  
 

 The experiments described in this research proposal utilize a spatial-auditory association behavioural 
task I have previously used to study hippocampal replay in rats [Bendor and Wilson 2012]. In this behavioral 
task, a rat is placed on a linear track (Fig 2) with a nosepoke sensor located at the middle of the track. After 
activating the sensor with a nosepoke, an acoustic stimulus (either sound R and sound L) is played from a 
speaker in front of the track. For sound R (8!32 kHz frequency sweep) the rat runs to the right end of the 
track to receive a reward, while for sound L (4!1 kHz frequency sweep) the rat must run to the left end of 

 Pitch perception is limited to fundamental frequencies above approximately 30 Hz.  At lower 

fundamental frequencies we hear a sub-pitch “pulsed” sound commonly referred to as acoustic flutter.  

Unlike the spatially restricted cortical representation of pitch, I found that acoustic flutter was processed 

throughout auditory cortex.  In addition, the neural coding strategy transformed between primary and 

secondary cortical areas. Primary auditory cortex (AI) contained a temporal representation of flutter, for 

which neurons synchronized to the repeated structure of the sound.  In a non-primary region of auditory 

cortex rostral to AI, a rate code was used to encode these features. My data suggest that a temporal-to-

rate coding transformation occurs for flutter perception along the caudal-to-rostral axis of auditory cortex 

[Bendor and Wang 2007, 2008].   

My PhD work has focused on neural coding at 

the individual neuron level.  For my postdoctoral work 

in the laboratory of Matt Wilson (MIT), I am studying 

neural coding at a population level, using custom-

made microdrives to chronically record from 

ensembles of single-units in freely moving, behaving 

rodents (mice and rats). A primary focus of the 

laboratory is to study the encoding and storage of 

episodic memories in the hippocampus. Hippocampal neurons, commonly referred to as place cells, 

encode the rat's spatial location.  Each place cell has a different preferred location, and as the rat moves 

along a spatial trajectory, a particular sequence of place cells will be activated (Figure 3). While the rat 

sleeps, the place cells get reactivated in the same order, mirroring the sequential pattern occurring during 

the recent behavior (Figure 3) [Wilson and McNaughton 1994, Lee and Wilson 2002].  These “replay” 

events are a neural memory trace of the episodic experience, and the occurrence of these replay events 

during sleep are thought to play a role in memory consolidation.  

 Can we control the content of these memory traces that are replayed during sleep?  Recent 

human data suggest that pairing a sensory cue (olfactory or auditory) with the behavioral task can 

enhance memory consolidation if this cue is also present during a post-behavior nap [Rasch et al. 2007, 

Rudoy et al. 2009].  I tested whether auditory cues could be used to manipulate the content of replayed 

memory traces during sleep. Rats were trained to discriminate between two different sounds. For the first 

sound (sound R) they had to run to the right side of a linear track and for the second sound (sound L) 

they had to run to the left side of a linear track.  

After performing the task, rats slept in a remote 

location while these two sounds were 

repeatedly played quietly in the background.  I 

find that after I play a task-related sound, replay 

events are more likely to reflect the track 

location associated with that sound [Bendor and 

Figure 3: sequential activity of place cells during a 
behavioral episode “replay” afterwards during non-REM 
sleep. 

 Figure 4: Non-REM sleep replay is biased by task related 
auditory cues. 

Figure 1: sequential activity of place cells during a behavioural 
episode “replay” afterwards during non-REM sleep. (adapted 
from Bendor, Science 2013) 

highlight the aims and hypothesis

highlight predictions

highlight advantages
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A few tips for grant writing
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Ideally both the success or failure of your experiments should be 
informative.

Write for a wide audience 
the expert should be satisfied with your methodology, but 
make sure that the non-expert understands why you are 
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Reach out to your colleagues with grant experience. 
Discuss your aims before writing the grant 
Multiple people should critique your grant 
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commonly referred to as “replay” (Fig. 1) has been reported in both humans and rodents [Lee and Wilson 
2002, Gelbard-Sagiv 2008], and it’s role in memory consolidation has been supported by several findings, 
including: 1) during hippocampal replay, the 
same memory trace is simultaneously 
replayed in neocortex [Ji and Wilson 2007, 
Euston et al. 2007], and 2) disruption of 
hippocampal replay results in a memory 
consolidation deficit [Girardeau et al 2009, 
Ego-Stengel and Wilson 2010]. However, 
how these interactions between the 
hippocampus and neocortex during a replay 
event lead to a consolidated memory is still 
not well understood.  

In rodents, hippocampal neurons 
(referred to as place cells, Fig. 1) are spatially tuned and are active when the animal is at specific location 
within its environment (referred to as a place field). Using Bayesian decoding methods, it is possible to infer 
the rat’s location in the room using only the neural firing patterns within an ensemble of place cells [Zhang et 
al. 1998, Davidson et al. 2009]. In the case of replay, the same method can be applied to determine the 
spatial trajectory “mentally traversed” by the rodent during a replay event.  This provides a significant 
advantage in studying memory encoding, as we can now study how the replay of a specific behavioural 
episode leads to memory consolidation of that experience. We will exploit this advantage to accomplish 
three main aims in this research project:  

 

1) Examine how cortical feedback influences which spatial trajectory is replayed by the hippocampus 
2) Investigate how the hippocampal replay of a behavioural episode modifies a cortical circuit  
3) Determine whether cortico-hippocampal interactions causally impact memory consolidation 

These three aims will provide a substantial step towards understanding the underlying mechanisms 
responsible for memory encoding and consolidation, and establish a framework for future research studying 
cortico-hippocampal interactions. These experiments require cutting-edge, large-scale electrophysiology 
recording methodologies combined with a molecular-genetic toolbox, and an expertise in two brain regions, 
auditory cortex and the hippocampus. My extensive research experience and publication track record during 
my graduate training studying neural coding in auditory cortex, and during my postdoctoral training 
investigating replay in the hippocampus make me uniquely qualified to investigate cortico-hippocampal 
interactions between these two brain regions.  Furthermore, my background in electrical engineering, 
behavioural analysis, large-scale recording methodologies (tetrode microdrives and silicon probes), and 
molecular-genetic techniques (DREADDs) demonstrates that I am fully capable of using the diverse and 
complex set of methodologies necessary for completing this research proposal. My research lab at University 
College London investigates neural encoding principles in both auditory cortex and the hippocampus of 
rodents, with its major focus directed towards the goals of this research proposal- studying how memories 
are encoded by cortico-hippocampal interactions.  
 

 The experiments described in this research proposal utilize a spatial-auditory association behavioural 
task I have previously used to study hippocampal replay in rats [Bendor and Wilson 2012]. In this behavioral 
task, a rat is placed on a linear track (Fig 2) with a nosepoke sensor located at the middle of the track. After 
activating the sensor with a nosepoke, an acoustic stimulus (either sound R and sound L) is played from a 
speaker in front of the track. For sound R (8!32 kHz frequency sweep) the rat runs to the right end of the 
track to receive a reward, while for sound L (4!1 kHz frequency sweep) the rat must run to the left end of 

 Pitch perception is limited to fundamental frequencies above approximately 30 Hz.  At lower 

fundamental frequencies we hear a sub-pitch “pulsed” sound commonly referred to as acoustic flutter.  

Unlike the spatially restricted cortical representation of pitch, I found that acoustic flutter was processed 

throughout auditory cortex.  In addition, the neural coding strategy transformed between primary and 

secondary cortical areas. Primary auditory cortex (AI) contained a temporal representation of flutter, for 

which neurons synchronized to the repeated structure of the sound.  In a non-primary region of auditory 

cortex rostral to AI, a rate code was used to encode these features. My data suggest that a temporal-to-

rate coding transformation occurs for flutter perception along the caudal-to-rostral axis of auditory cortex 

[Bendor and Wang 2007, 2008].   

My PhD work has focused on neural coding at 

the individual neuron level.  For my postdoctoral work 

in the laboratory of Matt Wilson (MIT), I am studying 

neural coding at a population level, using custom-

made microdrives to chronically record from 

ensembles of single-units in freely moving, behaving 

rodents (mice and rats). A primary focus of the 

laboratory is to study the encoding and storage of 

episodic memories in the hippocampus. Hippocampal neurons, commonly referred to as place cells, 

encode the rat's spatial location.  Each place cell has a different preferred location, and as the rat moves 

along a spatial trajectory, a particular sequence of place cells will be activated (Figure 3). While the rat 

sleeps, the place cells get reactivated in the same order, mirroring the sequential pattern occurring during 

the recent behavior (Figure 3) [Wilson and McNaughton 1994, Lee and Wilson 2002].  These “replay” 

events are a neural memory trace of the episodic experience, and the occurrence of these replay events 

during sleep are thought to play a role in memory consolidation.  

 Can we control the content of these memory traces that are replayed during sleep?  Recent 

human data suggest that pairing a sensory cue (olfactory or auditory) with the behavioral task can 

enhance memory consolidation if this cue is also present during a post-behavior nap [Rasch et al. 2007, 

Rudoy et al. 2009].  I tested whether auditory cues could be used to manipulate the content of replayed 

memory traces during sleep. Rats were trained to discriminate between two different sounds. For the first 

sound (sound R) they had to run to the right side of a linear track and for the second sound (sound L) 

they had to run to the left side of a linear track.  

After performing the task, rats slept in a remote 

location while these two sounds were 

repeatedly played quietly in the background.  I 

find that after I play a task-related sound, replay 

events are more likely to reflect the track 

location associated with that sound [Bendor and 

Figure 3: sequential activity of place cells during a 
behavioral episode “replay” afterwards during non-REM 
sleep. 

 Figure 4: Non-REM sleep replay is biased by task related 
auditory cues. 

Figure 1: sequential activity of place cells during a behavioural 
episode “replay” afterwards during non-REM sleep. (adapted 
from Bendor, Science 2013) 

A few tips for grant writing

Show cartoons instead of published data

actual data

cartoon of data

But show the real data when its unpublished…



The interview (and how to prepare for it)

20% of proposals get invited 
for an interview in Brussels

Prepare a 10 minute talk. 
Exactly 10 minutes.  Maybe 9 

minutes to be safe…. 

10 minutes of questions from 
panel of 12 people



The interview (and how to prepare for it)

the talk

1. general intro 
2. central question 
3. what we know 
4. what we don’t know (with hypotheses) 
5. methods and expertise 
6. behavioural task 
7. aim 1 
8. aim 2 
9. aim 3 
10. What is new and expected outcome
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1.arrive at the ERC building

2.fill out some forms (the ERC likes forms) and get your security badge

3.hang out in the waiting room 
silently going over your talk in your head, while smiling at the other people you are 
competing with

4.when called, take an awkward elevator ride up to your interview, 
only to be put in another waiting room.  This one smells like sweat.

5.then they call you to the interview room.   
They say hi.  Ready. Go.  you give your perfectly timed 10 minute talk….
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The interview (and how to prepare for it)

the questions

1. outside experts who have read your long grant 

2. questions from panel (usually non-experts) 
some of these questions will be completely random 

very important:  
have at least one mock interview beforehand



The interview (and how to prepare for it)

very, very important:  
go to this place after your interview concludes 

 (not beforehand)

La Porteuse d'Eau


